PREFACE

This document contains the Findings and Determination of the Commissioners of Natural Resources and Revenue concerning whether to issue a license under the Alaska Gasline Inducement Act (“AGIA”) to TransCanada Alaska Company, LLC and Foothills Pipe Lines Ltd. Throughout this document, the AGIA applicant is referred to as “TC Alaska.” TC Alaska is a subsidiary of TransCanada Corporation (“TransCanada”). TransCanada, through its independent pipeline company affiliates, owns and operates one of the largest natural gas pipeline transportation networks in North America. TransCanada has pledged all support necessary, both financial and otherwise, to TC Alaska to achieve completion of the project.

The basis for this Determination is explained in detail in the written Findings and supporting documentation that follows:

- **Executive Summary:** The Executive Summary contains a short, simple discussion to provide the reader with a sketch of the more important aspects of the Findings document. The reader can obtain additional, more-detailed information from the actual text of the Findings and Determination.

- **Chapter One — Introduction and AGIA:** Chapter One serves as an introduction to the process used to develop this Findings document and presents information that guides the reader through the evaluation conducted by the Commissioners of the Departments of Natural Resources and Revenue under AGIA. Chapter One also presents information on how the commissioners examined and compared three natural gas projects in order to determine the type of project that most sufficiently maximizes benefits to Alaskans.

- **Chapter Two — Technical Background:** Chapter Two provides a simplified explanation of the many components of a major natural gas pipeline project—what physical and engineering components comprise a natural gas pipeline, what regulatory processes govern the development and operation of a pipeline, what commercial factors drive the economics for the various pipeline stakeholders, and what methods are traditionally used to evaluate a pipeline project's technical and commercial viability.

- **Chapter Three — Analysis of TC Alaska’s Application:** Chapter Three contains the commissioners’ evaluation of the TC Alaska Project as proposed in its AGIA Application.

- **Chapter Four — LNG:** Chapter Four contains the commissioners’ comparison of the TC Alaska Project with liquefied natural gas (LNG) project options.

- **Chapter Five — Producer Project:** Chapter Five consists of the commissioners' comparison of the TC Alaska Project with the proposal ConocoPhillips and BP recently submitted, labeled “Denali™- the Alaska Gas Pipeline” (“the Producer Project”).

- **Chapter Six — Findings and Determination:** Chapter Six contains the Findings and Determination of the commissioners.

- **Appendices:** The appendices contain information that supplements or further explains the Findings document. The appendices include the summary of public comments and the responses to those comments, as well as expert reports.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This Executive Summary contains a short, simple discussion of the more important aspects of the Findings document. The reader can obtain additional, more detailed information from the actual text of the Findings and Determination. As discussed in these Findings:

- **Issuance of the AGIA license to TC Alaska will maximize benefits to Alaskans because it will provide the best opportunity to achieve a gas pipeline that encourages full exploration of Alaska’s natural gas resources, generates long-term jobs for Alaskans, maximizes state revenues, provides affordable in-state gas opportunities, and realizes other important state goals.**

- **Although liquefied natural gas (“LNG”) project options are likely economic, they would provide the state with less revenue than the TC Alaska Project. Exclusive LNG projects are significantly less likely to succeed compared to TC Alaska because they are more complex, more costly, more difficult to finance, and would face potential regulatory barriers in exporting LNG to Asia. The TC Alaska Project provides Alaska with its best opportunity for a successful LNG project, as a “Y-line” option. The TC Alaska Project proceeding first will reduce costs and lessen financial and contracting hurdles associated with an LNG project. Coming after gas is already bound for U.S. markets, a Y-line may be able to overcome political opposition to exporting gas. Accordingly, the commissioners believe that the best route to an Alaska LNG project runs through the TC Alaska proposal.**

- **Although the TC Alaska Project would generate billions of dollars of profits for the Major North Slope Producers, BP and ConocoPhillips have opposed the TC Alaska Project and touted their own pipeline proposal (“the Producer Project”). Unlike TC Alaska’s Project, the Producer Project contains no commitments to a project timeline, fails (similar to TAPS) to ensure tariff and expansion terms that will maximize North Slope exploration and development, suffers from potential antitrust problems, and in order to result in a pipeline will likely (similar to the failed Stranded Gas Development Act contract) require the state to provide the Producers with massive additional fiscal concessions.**

Purpose of this Finding and Determination

AGIA, AS 43.90, requires the Commissioners of Natural Resources and Revenue to issue a determination with written findings if they decide that a proposed gasline project will sufficiently maximize the benefits to the people of Alaska and merits issuance of an AGIA license. This document constitutes the commissioners’ Finding and Determination. Following an extensive evaluation process and consideration of public comments, the commissioners have determined that the TC Alaska Project will sufficiently maximize the benefits to Alaskans and merits issuance of the AGIA license.
Benefits for Alaska of a TC Alaska Gas Pipeline Project

The pipeline project proposed by TC Alaska offers significant benefits to Alaska. Alaska’s economy will benefit from short-term construction jobs, but will benefit more significantly from long-term careers, as new natural gas fields are developed because the pipeline to market has been built. Alaska will benefit from a pipeline that can be expanded to accommodate additional natural gas supplies that can be dedicated to meet Alaska’s energy needs. Alaska will benefit from a pipeline tariff structure that maximizes state revenues, provides true open access to all potential shippers, provides the lowest reasonable transportation rates, and accommodates expansions. Alaskans will benefit from the opportunity the TC Alaska Project creates for a “Y line” liquefied natural gas project and the “bullet line” to Southcentral Alaska. Alaska will benefit from the potential for lower energy costs as natural gas is made available to communities throughout Alaska via off-take points along the pipeline route and associated spur lines. The construction of a natural gas pipeline is an exciting start to a new era in the Alaska economy, one where more Alaskans have careers in natural gas exploration and development, where the state and its citizens enjoy a continuing stream of tax and royalty revenues, and where local energy costs are reduced.

Constructing a natural gas pipeline will generate thousands of construction jobs that will last for three to four years. After the pipeline is operating, employees will be needed to operate compressor stations and other pipeline facilities. The demand for skilled workers trained to drill wells and build new production facilities will increase as the availability of a path to market enhances the economics of exploring for Alaska’s vast undiscovered gas resources. Because of its commitments to expansion and real open access that will open the North Slope basin to competition, the TC Alaska Project will generate long-term jobs more effectively than either an LNG option or the Producer Project.

The TC Alaska Project will not interfere with a smaller “bullet line” from the North Slope to Southcentral Alaska. Rather, moving both projects forward simultaneously may produce unique synergies. There are adequate amounts of natural gas on the entire North Slope to fill both pipelines. Because of its smaller scale, the “bullet line” project may be designed and...
constructed more quickly than the TC Alaska Project. The two projects may provide benefits to each other: the construction work force may gain experience working on the “bullet line;” and the TC Alaska Project may attract experts to the state who would not otherwise be available to work on the “bullet line” project.

The TC Alaska Project would not preclude an LNG project. Indeed, approving the TC Alaska Project will enhance the prospects for a successful “Y line” LNG project as it will reduce the costs, financing challenges, and commercial coordination challenges unique to LNG projects. TC Alaska offers to construct or transport gas to a “Y line” from Delta Junction to an LNG processing facility in Prince William Sound if shippers express sufficient demand for that project as the work on the overland project progresses.

The TC Alaska Project provides several opportunities to address Alaska’s need for low-cost energy. TC Alaska’s proposed distance-sensitive transportation rates ensure that Alaskans will pay just the costs incurred to ship gas within Alaska. The TC Alaska Project also offers the potential for construction of spur lines that will make natural gas available to communities throughout the state. Most importantly, because the true open access and tariff provisions promote gas exploration and development, Alaskans will benefit from an environment in which companies compete to meet Alaskans’ energy needs.

The cost of transportation on the TC Alaska pipeline (its “tariff”) will protect the state’s interests throughout the years of pipeline operation. Lowest reasonable tariffs are essential to ensure genuine open access and maximize opportunities for development of Alaska’s North Slope natural gas resources. TC Alaska commits to the requirements of AGIA that are designed to ensure the lowest possible tariffs. When tariffs are too high, explorers and developers are discouraged from investing in North Slope natural gas exploration and development. Low tariffs improve the economics of finding and developing additional natural gas resources on the North Slope, which encourages additional exploration and development work that will provide for long-term, stable employment for Alaskans.

Low tariffs also mean that the state can earn a greater return on its natural gas resources. As the owner of the natural gas resources, the state gets a share of the natural gas production, its “royalty” share. As a sovereign, the state taxes the profit on natural gas production. Tariffs are
deducted from the market price at the destination where the natural gas is delivered before the royalty amount and production taxes are calculated. This means the higher the tariff, the lower the return to Alaska for its natural gas resource. These returns are an important future revenue stream for the state that can be used to fund government services and capital projects, defray the cost of energy to Alaskans, and maintain the strength of and protect the Permanent Fund.

TC Alaska has committed to regularly expand its pipeline to meet the need for transporting additional gas on reasonable commercial terms. This is essential to opening the North Slope to competitive natural gas exploration and development. New explorers and producers need confidence that if their efforts are successful, they will be able to get their natural gas into the pipeline and to market at a fair rate for transportation.

Alaska’s experience with TAPS (which is owned by the Major North Slope Producers) demonstrates how the terms of ownership and operation of a pipeline can adversely affect the state’s economic interests and the exploration efforts of developers who do not own a share of the pipeline. When the Regulatory Commission of Alaska reviewed the tariffs on the TransAlaska oil pipeline twenty-six years after it began to operate, it found that the tariffs were excessive. The Superior Court, and eventually the Alaska Supreme Court, affirmed the Commission’s finding that the TAPS owners had collected pipeline tariffs from shippers that were an average of 57 percent too high. Decades of excessive tariffs reduced the state’s royalties and production tax, and hindered competitive development of the state’s oil resources by non-owner companies.

Alaska cannot afford to repeat the TAPS experience. The state must maximize development of the natural gas resources on the North Slope to realize economic growth through increased jobs, revenues and other benefits that will flow from increasing gas production. TC Alaska’s commitments to a lower tariff structure will ensure that the state does not repeat the problems experienced with TAPS.

The commissioners recognize the Producer Project may be pursued to completion outside the AGIA process and without state fiscal concessions. The Producers have an obligation to market their gas when it is reasonably profitable to do so; they do not have an obligation to transport the gas through any particular project. If the Producer Project proceeds to an open season, the TC Alaska Project would compete with the Producer Project for gas commitments. However, the Producers have stated that they need concessions from the state to enable them to commit gas to any gas pipeline project. AGIA ties upstream incentives to gas committed at the initial
open season of the AGIA project, to provide the state with the benefits Alaskans require. The state will have opportunities throughout this process to evaluate the need to increase the value of the AGIA upstream incentives, when justified.

The TC Alaska Project offers significant benefits to the state and its citizens. As a pipeline company which increases its profits by expanding its system, TC Alaska has the incentive to foster timely development of the state’s natural gas resources to their maximum potential. This also serves the state interests. The TC Alaska Project sets the stage for an open and competitive North Slope natural gas basin during and after pipeline construction. TC Alaska is unique in its willingness to commit to actions that will realize this future.

Background

Development of Alaska’s natural resources is the cornerstone of Alaska’s economy. Alaska’s North Slope is a world-class natural gas basin. Recent studies estimate that there are 224 trillion cubic feet ("Tcf") of undiscovered, technically recoverable natural gas resources throughout the Alaskan Arctic. Of this amount, 137 Tcf are categorized as undiscovered, economically recoverable resources. These resources are in addition to the approximately 24.5 Tcf of natural gas reserves within Prudhoe Bay plus 9 Tcf of natural gas reserves discovered in other existing fields on the North Slope, including Point Thomson. Although there has been considerable debate about who should build a pipeline and when it will be built, there is unanimous agreement that Alaska needs a pipeline to get its huge volumes of natural gas to market.

When natural gas was discovered on the North Slope, the search began for a way to get Alaska’s substantial natural gas resources to market. State and federal laws were passed to encourage natural gas pipeline construction. Potential developers spent millions of dollars on plans and studies. However, the low prices in natural gas markets forestalled the commitments necessary to support the tremendous cost of what would be the largest construction project in North America. As dynamic changes occurred in the natural gas market within the last decade, the viability of, and interest in, an Alaska natural gas pipeline increased.
AGIA uses free market competition to move the project through the current impasse. All interested companies were eligible to propose any type of project they determined to be economically and technically viable.
AGIA presumed that the Major North Slope Producers would act as reasonable commercial players who would comply with their lease obligations and participate in a project with positive economics. Furthermore, AGIA established that if incentives are provided to a natural gas pipeline project they are given in exchange for genuine open access and other provisions necessary to protect the state’s interests.

AGIA established a competitive process to allow companies to compete for a license. The companies submitting applications to construct and operate Alaska’s natural gas pipeline were required to commit to the tariff and expansion terms that were designed to protect the state’s interests and to develop the state’s economy by providing employment during the construction of the pipeline and (more importantly) providing long-term careers in a new natural gas exploration and development industry. AGIA was based on the understanding that competition could drive companies to make those commitments. All who recognized that the project economics were positive would compete for the commercial opportunity to build the natural gas pipeline and earn some of those profits. The competition was open to everyone willing to operate within the parameters established by the AGIA “must haves.” All competitors, including natural gas pipeline companies, natural gas producers, and LNG projects were eligible to compete.

In exchange for the commitments required in AGIA, the Alaska legislature offered a package of inducements. These include: reimbursement of up to $500 million of the costs incurred to obtain a regulatory approval from the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (“FERC”) to construct a pipeline; an AGIA project coordinator to facilitate the process; and a stable production tax rate for ten years and fixed royalty valuation methods to anyone who committed to purchase capacity to ship natural gas on the AGIA gasline during its first binding open season. The legislature recognized the state’s vital interests in encouraging exploration and development of Alaska’s natural gas resources by ensuring a genuine open access pipeline and the lowest reasonable transportation rates. AGIA license applicants were required to commit to a tariff structure that would assure the lowest possible transportation rates and expansion terms to encourage natural gas explorers and prospective developers to compete to explore for and develop Alaska’s North Slope natural gas resources and bring them to market. The legislature made the inducements available to an AGIA licensee if the licensee would agree to meet the requirements and make the commitments that the legislature deemed necessary to protect the state’s interests.
A Request for Applications ("RFA") was released on July 2, 2007. Applications were due November 30, 2007. The applications covered a variety of projects including both overland natural gas pipelines and LNG projects. After a thorough review, only the application from TC Alaska was found to have met all the threshold application “completeness” requirements of the AGIA statute and RFA. Although none of the applications proposing an LNG application was complete, the commissioners nevertheless compared several LNG options with the TC Alaska Project before making a decision due to the need to resolve the long-standing public debate over which route is preferable. A public review process was held on the TC Alaska application, and more than 350 public comments were received. The comments were considered in development of the Findings and are summarized in Appendix A along with responses.

The commissioners assembled a team of experts to provide analysis to help the commissioners evaluate the TC Alaska application, examine LNG options, and review the Producer Project. The team included numerous experts whose names and contributions are presented in Chapter 2. Their reports, compiled and attached as Appendices, were evaluated in developing these Findings and Determination.

How a Natural Gas Pipeline Project will Progress

Construction of a natural gas pipeline to bring Alaska’s natural gas to market is a complex undertaking. There is no single event that will take the state from not having a pipeline to having a pipeline. Rather it is a series of steps, spanning a number of years, with each step affecting the next and requiring significant expenditures. Benchmarks define these steps, and at each one a pipeline developer must re-evaluate the project economics and decide whether to proceed. A successful Alaska natural gas pipeline requires much more than a proposal to build a pipeline; it requires a company that will move through each of the steps to completion. The state’s evaluation process considered how likely it is that the TC Alaska Project, various LNG options and the Producer Project will complete the progression from an exciting idea to an operating pipeline.

The first step for the TC Alaska Project is issuance of an AGIA license. That license will make TC Alaska’s commitment to obtain a FERC certificate legally enforceable. TC Alaska will not earn any revenues until natural gas begins to flow through the pipeline; approximately ten years after an AGIA license is awarded. In exchange for the state’s commitment match of up to $500 million of the costs of taking the project through FERC certification, the state gets a commitment
from TC Alaska to move the project forward to that benchmark. TC Alaska has committed to submit an application to the FERC by December 2011.\textsuperscript{1}

After the AGIA license is issued, the next step for TC Alaska is holding an open season. Open season is the term used in the natural gas industry to describe the process a pipeline builder uses to solicit firm shipping commitments for natural gas. Producers that commit to ship natural gas get reserved capacity on the pipeline and fixed transportation rates. The pipeline company gets commitments to transport natural gas that will help it finance construction of the natural gas pipeline.

A natural gas pipeline ultimately needs shipping commitments to be successful. In order to attract shipping commitments, a project must provide positive economic opportunity for gas shippers. The commissioners’ analysis shows that the Major North Slope Producers can expect billions of dollars in profits if they commit gas to the TC Alaska Project.

After an open season, regardless of results, TC Alaska will apply for a FERC certificate. An interstate pipeline must have a certificate of public convenience and necessity from FERC before constructing new pipeline facilities. Among other things, FERC reviews the project, approves the proposed tariff terms, and sets recourse rates based on its review of the costs of construction and operation. Recourse rates are available to all shippers, but any company willing to commit to ship a defined volume for a specific period of time can negotiate better terms. FERC commonly approves negotiated rates. FERC has the authority to impose certificate conditions on the pipeline company that it believes are necessary to protect the public interest.

The proposed transportation rates described in TC Alaska’s application are a reasonable first step in allocating the risks and rewards among the parties who will be involved in this project. However, nothing in the AGIA license prevents the state from protecting its interests in front of FERC by arguing for different terms. As the project moves forward and the project costs and

\textsuperscript{1} In its Application, TC Alaska premised this and other dates on receiving the AGIA License by April 1, 2008. According to TC Alaska, if the License is issued later this year, these dates may need to be adjusted. However, for ease of reference in these Findings we will continue to refer to the original dates used by TC Alaska in its Application.
expected revenues are better defined, the negotiations between TC Alaska and potential shippers will continue. If, after they have negotiated their cost of transportation, the Major North Slope Producers can demonstrate that some change in the state’s fiscal regime is necessary to enable them to earn a fair return, then the legislature can consider changes to the state’s fiscal system.

After a FERC certificate is awarded, the complex process of pipeline construction begins. Because of the remote location and large size of this pipeline, the process of ordering materials and bringing them to the site will require extensive logistical planning. Construction of the pipeline and the associated processing plant will take at least three years.

Throughout the process, TC Alaska will continue to evaluate if there is demand for more capacity in the pipeline. Capacity can be added by including additional compressor stations (“compression”) or adding parallel pipe (“looping”). As additional natural gas fields are discovered and brought into production, the TC Alaska pipeline will add capacity and continue to create more jobs in Alaska’s natural gas industry.

**TC Alaska Project Proposal**

TC Alaska proposes to build a 48-inch diameter, high-pressure pipeline capable of carrying between 3.5 and 5.9 billion cubic feet per day (bcf/d). The project would run 1,715 miles from a natural gas treatment plant at Prudhoe Bay on the North Slope to interconnect with the Alberta Hub in Canada. This is the second largest natural gas trading center in North America, which interconnects with pipelines that carry more than 10 bcf/d of gas into U.S. markets. The Alaska section will be approximately 750 miles long with six compressor stations at startup and five natural gas delivery points in Alaska.

The net present value (“NPV”) calculation methodology used to assess TC Alaska’s application allows the State to consistently and transparently assess its future value in common terms. Because TC Alaska’s application, the LNG options, and the Producer Project are based on a variety of assumptions and projections, it is essential to use common terms to assess the impacts of these assumptions and projections on Net Present Value – NPV is an economic calculation used to determine the value of long-term projects. It recognizes that a dollar today is worth more than a dollar in the future. Future income (or “net value”) is measured by its “present” value through discounting. The NPV calculation allows assessment of profits that will be spread over decades.
the value to the state. With the basic assumptions rendered into common terms, the state can evaluate whether the TC Alaska Project serves the best interests of the state and compare it to LNG options and the Producer Project.

The path offered by TC Alaska’s plan is likely to succeed. TC Alaska provided a work plan that is technically reasonable, feasible and specific. It includes the use of technology that TransCanada is now using to operate pipelines in climates similar to Alaska’s. The schedule, including the timing of U.S. and Canadian regulatory approvals, is aggressive but reasonable and appropriate. TransCanada has the financial ability to contribute equity to the project and to obtain the financing necessary for construction. TransCanada has a strong record of performance in developing other large projects and a positive record of integrity and business ethics.

The commissioners also considered whether sufficient natural gas exists on the North Slope to fill the capacity of TC Alaska’s proposed pipeline for 25 years. Alaska has enough natural gas resources to fill the TC Alaska pipeline for 25 years and for decades longer. This is true even though Point Thomson natural gas may not be available for any project during its initial years due to the operator’s failure to develop the Point Thomson Unit in a timely manner, and the significant potential that the Unit must first be developed for liquid condensate and oil. The unavailability of Point Thomson gas, however, is more than offset by the unique profitability of the natural gas at Prudhoe Bay. In fact, despite the unavailability of Point Thomson gas, the state and the Major North Slope Producers stand to receive significantly positive cash flows and NPVs from the Project even if the Prudhoe Bay gas is the only gas ever produced on the North Slope. If, in addition to the Prudhoe Bay gas, natural gas from Alaska’s other vast resources is also produced (including Point Thomson gas—which is very likely), then the Project will be even more profitable.

Additionally, the commissioners considered the claim by the Major North Slope Producers that TC Alaska cannot succeed because of the risk that, if it builds the Project, it would be sued by former partners that worked with other TransCanada affiliates to try to advance an Alaska
gasoline project more than two decades ago. As discussed in Chapter 3, the commissioners find that the potential claims against TC Alaska and its affiliates are extremely weak, and that the Producers have failed to support their speculative theory. As a result, the commissioners conclude that the risk of litigation over this issue does not present a significant barrier to the TC Alaska Project’s likelihood of success, including its ability to obtain financing.

The commercial terms proposed by TC Alaska are reasonable. TC Alaska’s plan for managing cost overruns will reduce the risk for shippers of tariff increases. The TC Alaska proposal provides the Major North Slope Producers with several significant commercial opportunities. They can construct and own the gas treatment plant on the North Slope. They can also own an equity share in the TC Alaska pipeline. Further, the terms may become even more attractive through negotiations with the Major North Slope Producers.

Although there are project risks, none of them are significant enough to outweigh the TC Alaska Project’s likelihood of success. Natural gas prices are not likely to decline enough to make the project uneconomic. The risk that there are insufficient resources on the North Slope to fill the proposed pipeline is low. The commissioners anticipate that the state’s current fiscal structure will allow companies that develop North Slope gas and transport it on the TC Alaska pipeline to earn a significant profit.

The TC Alaska Project is viable. TransCanada has successfully constructed many natural gas pipelines and now operates 36,000 miles of natural gas pipelines in North America. The TC Alaska Project will provide positive economics to the state and federal governments, the Major North Slope Producers and to TC Alaska. It is likely to succeed because all of the stakeholders will benefit from success and risk losing a lot if the project fails.

Alternatives to the TC Alaska Proposal

There were no applications found complete that proposed an instate pipeline and LNG project. In addition, although the Major North Slope Producers did not submit an AGIA application, BP and ConocoPhillips recently announced the Producer Project. To help determine whether TC Alaska’s pipeline proposal maximizes benefits and is in the best interest of the state, the commissioners evaluated LNG project options from the North Slope to an LNG plant in Valdez and the Producer Project.
The LNG project options examined were guided by the LNG project proposals submitted under AGIA. Under the same assumptions used to analyze the TC Alaska Project, all LNG project options resulted in less value to the state and the Major North Slope Producers. Although an LNG project would be able to tap the higher prices, that we expect to be available in the Asian market, the LNG projects have significantly higher costs and thus result in lower NPV to the state or Major North Slope Producers. The commissioners’ analysis does not reveal comparative benefits in either timing or costs associated with an LNG project.

Even if LNG had demonstrated comparable NPV to the TC Alaska Project, the LNG projects would still not be preferable to the TC Alaska Project. The commissioners’ analysis reveals that LNG projects have a much lower likelihood of success compared to the TC Alaska Project. An LNG project will face unique financing and commercial challenges for several reasons. These include the need to negotiate multiple and concurrent agreements for the purchase, pipe transport, liquefaction, shipping, re-gasification, and sale of natural gas. An LNG project also faces significant challenges because the Major North Slope Producers have made it clear that the Asian market is not their preferred market. In addition, an LNG project will face significant risk of not being permitted to export the gas to its primary market in Asia.

The gas quality (specifically, requirements for higher heat content) required to fulfill long-term contracts to an Asian buyer is likely to preclude the development of a petrochemical industry in Alaska associated with an LNG project. Some propane can be removed from the natural gas stream to meet Alaskan energy needs. However, the other natural gas liquids would need to remain in the stream to satisfy the expected contract requirements of the Asian market.

In addition, LNG projects create concerns about genuine open access at the liquefaction plant. FERC cannot impose open access requirements on a liquefaction plant. Just as pipeline tariff terms can create disincentives for exploration, so can the processing terms at the liquefaction plant. The lack of genuine open access at the liquefaction plant will increase risks for explorers and limit the incentive for new natural gas exploration and development on the North Slope. The career opportunities and revenues associated with future development and expansions offer great value to Alaska; the limitations on those factors associated with an LNG project make it less attractive.
When compared to an exclusive LNG project, the overland gasline project proposed by TC Alaska provides an opportunity for a successful LNG “Y line” project or “spur line.” The likelihood of success of an LNG project is greatest when it is constructed as a “Y line.”

The dynamics of a producer-owned and operated pipeline are very different from those of a third-party owned pipeline. An entity that both produces natural gas and owns the pipeline, like the Producer Project, earns revenues through sales of natural gas and shipment of the natural gas. Such an entity is not necessarily as driven to keep costs low—a producer who owns a pipeline and the natural gas shipped through the pipeline, is essentially paying itself to ship the natural gas, and so is less sensitive to the transportation rate. And because they own or produce the natural gas, there is a reduced economic driver to explore for and develop additional resources until such time as it is necessary to maintain shipping volumes through the pipeline. As the state’s experience with TAPS has shown, combining pipeline and shipper responsibilities can harm the state’s interests. For many of these same reasons, the Producer Project suffers the risk of being stalled by anti-trust challenges.

Any Alaska natural gas pipeline project can proceed without state assistance. AGIA is not the exclusive vehicle for construction of an Alaskan natural gas pipeline; rather it was created to ensure that a natural gas pipeline is constructed that meets Alaska’s needs. It was not designed to preclude the Major North Slope Producers from owning and operating the natural gas pipeline. Instead, its goal was to ensure that if they did, they would act like an independent pipeline company rather than an integrated gas producer and pipeline company. The state’s interests would be protected through commercial tariff terms that ensure the lowest possible tariffs, guarantee genuine open access and expansion of the pipeline to encourage continued development of Alaska’s vast natural gas resources.

On the day before the AGIA applications were due, ConocoPhillips publicly announced their desire to pursue a natural gas pipeline outside the AGIA process. Negotiations of fiscal conditions were a pre-condition of moving forward with the project. The administration chose to continue the competitive AGIA process in favor of exclusive negotiations. Recently, BP and ConocoPhillips announced the pursuit of another natural gas pipeline project: “Denali™ - the Alaska Gas Pipeline” (“Producer Project”). Negotiations over fiscal conditions are no longer
None of the important commercial terms of the Producer Project are defined and, unlike TC Alaska, the Producer Project makes no enforceable commitments. There is no enforceable commitment to adhere to their stated timeline or to achieve additional milestones, such as applying for a FERC certificate. There is no information on the tariffs the Producer Project would offer, let alone an enforceable commitment to provide genuine open access. This makes the option currently presented by the Producer Project extremely risky for the state. The Producer Project was offered outside of the AGIA process, and may continue in parallel to TC Alaska’s efforts.

Some have suggested that the state should “save” its $500 million, and exclusively pursue the Producer Project rather than the TC Alaska Project. However, no company would turn down $500 million unless it expected to extract even greater concessions later from the state. Indeed, during the SGDA process the Major North Slope Producers demanded the state provide billions of dollars in fiscal concessions—far more than the $500 million provided under AGIA. In addition, the Producers demanded numerous other concessions which would have required the state to relinquish a large portion of its sovereignty. There is no reason to expect BP and ConocoPhillips would not demand similar concessions if the state rejects the TC Alaska application. In addition, these objections to AGIA ignore the fact that the state will receive numerous benefits for the $500 million, including lower rates that more than offset the $500 million and enforceable commitments to move the project forward.

In sum, the TC Alaska Project will enhance the likelihood of success of an LNG “Y line” project. Facilitating a “Y line” may protect the state against future price changes in North American and LNG markets. The Producer Project, because of its undefined commercial terms, offers enormous risks and uncertain rewards to Alaska.
Summary of the Findings

- The TC Alaska Project is economically viable. At expected natural gas prices, the project will generate billions of dollars and substantial rewards for Alaskans, the Major North Slope Producers, the state and federal governments, and TC Alaska.

- TransCanada has a proven track record in pipeline design, construction, and operation and currently operates more than 36,000 miles of gas pipeline in North America. It has the financial resources to meet the challenge of financing this project.

- The TC Alaska Project plan is technically sound and feasible, and the project schedule is appropriately aggressive but reasonable.

- The extremely positive economics of TC Alaska’s Project, combined with the legal and political context, provide favorable conditions for attracting shipping commitments for the project.

- Overall, the TC Alaska Project is likely to succeed.

- Exclusive LNG project options would most likely result in lower NPV to the state than the TC Alaska Project, would not easily accommodate expansions and the open access terms that would cause more long-term jobs to be added to the state’s economy, and have a lower likelihood of success than the TC Alaska Project.

- A “Y-Line” addition to the TC Alaska Project is more likely to succeed than other LNG project options.

- The key for adding long-term jobs for Alaskans is a pipeline that encourages exploration and development of North Slope natural gas. The TC Alaska Project makes legally enforceable commitments that will result in such a pipeline.

- Alaskans need low-cost energy. This can be provided by an Alaskan gas pipeline project that has a low transportation cost (tariff), is committed to expansion to accommodate new found natural gas, provides access for natural gas off-take and spur lines in Alaska, ensures that natural gas delivered in Alaska only pays transportation costs for the mileage that the natural gas has traveled, and results in maximum revenue to the state and its citizens. The TC Alaska Project meets these objectives.
The TC Alaska Project will not preclude construction of a smaller pipeline from the North Slope to Southcentral Alaska. Issuing a license to TC Alaska may increase the likelihood that plans for a “bullet line” or “spur line” will become reality.

Similar to the failed SGDA contract, the Producer Project is not guaranteed to continue to advance the project to construction or even FERC certification and will likely require undefined concessions from the state. Similar to TAPS, the Producer Project will likely result in commercial terms that do not protect Alaska’s interests.

The TC Alaska Project provides opportunities for significant Producer ownership. If the state determines that additional concessions are needed, they can be added to the TC Alaska Project to ensure that any concessions result in a pipeline that maximizes benefits for Alaskans.

**Determination**

The commissioners found TC Alaska’s application to be complete and in compliance with the AGIA statute and Request for Applications. Following an extensive evaluation process, the commissioners determine that the natural gas pipeline project from the North Slope to Canada proposed by TC Alaska is the project that will sufficiently maximize the benefits to the people of this state. The commissioners further determine that the TC Alaska Project merits the award of a license under AGIA. These Findings and Determination will be submitted to the presiding officers of each house of the Alaska Legislature for approval of the license.

The license will be issued to TC Alaska as soon as practicable after the effective date of a bill approving the license proposed by the commissioners. If a bill is not passed within 60 days of the date that the legislative presiding officers receive this Determination, the commissioners may not issue the proposed license and may request new applications.

This Executive Summary presents an overview of the Written Findings and Determination by the Commissioners of the Alaska Departments of Natural Resources and Revenue for issuance of a License under the Alaska Gasline Inducement Act (AGIA). It summarizes the commissioners’ process for evaluating TC Alaska’s proposed natural gas pipeline project and the commissioners’ determination as provided by AGIA. This Executive Summary is part of the commissioners Written Findings and Determination that is anticipated to be published on May 28, 2008. This document is a summary only, and is not the commissioners’ final determination under AGIA and is not a final agency action.